IDEC 2014 Annual Conference Award Recap

Arnold Friedmann Educator of Distinction Award
Joy Dohr, School of Human Ecology at the University of Wisconsin-Madison

IDEC Fellow
Mitzi R. Perritt PhD, Stephen F. Austin State University

IDEC Community Service Award
Lorella Di Cintio PhD, Ryerson University

IDEC Book Award

IDEC Teaching Excellence Award
Sandra Reicis, Villa Maria College

IDEC Service Awards
- Marsha Cuddeback – 2014 Conference Host
- Matthew Dunn – 2014 Conference Host
- Jean Edwards – 2014 Conference Host
- Micene Fontaine – 2014 Conference Host
- Buie Harwood – 2014 Conference Host
- Brian Powell – 2014 Conference Host
- T.L. Ritchie – 2014 Conference Host
- William Riehm – 2014 Conference Host
- Phillip Tebbutt – 2014 Conference Host
- Jun Zou – 2014 Conference Host
- Marlo Ransdell - Pecha Kucha - Coordinator
- Pamela Evans - Abstract Review Coordinator
- John Turpin - Proceedings Proceedings Coordinator
- Darrin Brooks - Creative Scholarship Coordinator
- Holly Cline - Awards Chair
- Barbara Anderson - Chair - IDEC Academy
- Helen Evans Warren - Scholarship Collaborative Coordinator
- Rachel Pike- Teaching Collaborative Coordinator
- Joy Dohr - IDEA Line
- Jane Kucko - Journal of Interior Design Board of Editors
- Ruth Beals - Regional Chair - South
- Denise Homme - Regional Chair - Pacific West

Presidential Award
Lisa Tucker, PhD, Virginia Tech, IDEC President, 2012-2013

IDEC Special Projects Grant
Dr. Marilyn Read - Oregon State University
The Impact of Lighting on Children’s On-Task Behavior in the Elementary Education Classroom

IDEC Scholarship Awards

- Best Presentation Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
  Candy Carmel-Gilfilen & Margaret Portillo, University of Florida - Innovation by Empathetic Design: Narrative of Learning

- Best Presentation Scholarship of Design Research
  Lori Stone, Alison Reich, Nora Ladjahasan, Lee Cagley, Abigail Lundquist, Iowa State University - Predicting Success of Interior Design Alumni as an Assessment of the Curriculum: Post Graduation Years 1 - 10

- Best Poster
  Shefali Thomas, Judy Theodorson, Dana Vaux, Washington State University - A Third Place Plus for Cancer Patients: Social Support in a Restorative Environment + Complementary Healing Techniques

- Members’ Choice Award
  Virginia San Fratello, San Jose State University - 3D Printing Wood and Glass Curtains and Screens

2014 IDEC Creative Scholarship Awards

Best in Category Design as Art:
Bifurcate
Brian M. Kelly, RA

Best in Category Design as Interior:
Temporary Atmospheres: Installations for Experience of Sound and Light
Clay Odom, Sean O’Neill, Adam Owens, Nick Hennies

Best in Category Design as Idea:
perfor(M)ations
Brian M. Kelly, RA

Mas Moss: A Living Curtains
Kendra Locklear Ordia, Tamie Glass, Igor Siddiqui

IDEC Student Design Competition
First Place:
L.E.A.D. Traveling Exhibit
Susie Thigpen, Hannah Campbell, Taylor Glorioso
University of Louisiana at Lafayette
Faculty Advisor: Brian Powell

Second Place:
ACTIVATE
Annalise Dietzen, Kathleen Gonzalez
Purdue University
Faculty Advisor: Miyoung Hong
Third place:
SWITCHING GEARS
Althea Garcia, Alison Clark, Prentice Chien
British Columbia Institute of Technology
Faculty Advisor: Michelle Lafontaine

Honorable Mention:
Unfolding An Active Influence
Jasmine Hatle, Mariah Osland
South Dakota State University
Faculty Advisor: Angela Boersma

Honorable Mention:
CONNECTAINER
Michelle Hsu, Fardis Khadem, Alison Lau
British Columbia Institute of Technology
Faculty Advisor: Michelle Lafontaine

---

**Interior Design Video Education Competition sponsored by IDEC, IIDA, CIDA, NCIDQ and Interiors and Sources**

First Place:
Monopoly – Interior Design Edition
Tessa Urvosky, Hannah Stefanek, Catherine Jordan, Haley DuPre
Auburn University
Faculty Advisor: Shari Park-Gates

Second Place:
From Classroom to the Office
Luis Felipe Bravo, Livi Pejo, Michelle Bendit, Katie Scheer, Tan Nguyen
Marymount University
Faculty Advisor: Moira Denson

Third Place:
Interior Design Education + Your Potential to Enhance the Quality of Life
Amanda Krueger, Melanie Murata
Florida State University
Faculty Advisor: Amy Mattingly Huber